Bio-geometric basis of design inspired by ancient Egyptian civilization
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Abstract:
Ancient civilizations excelled in energy sciences, as all modern energy sciences derive their roots from ancient civilizations. Perhaps that is what made them immortal and surviving civilizations. The ancient Egyptian architect realized the concepts of energy and this made him the most brilliant in building a sacred architecture so the temple planning and guidance was not by chance so for all Meaning-oriented and for each bug planning looking for the introduction of energy organized within a vacuum. That is what the science of biomarking engineering tried to reach, so the founder of the science of biomedical engineering set a set of foundations: guidance, balance, rotation, or connection to the center, rhythm, proportions, and movement, which, through its application, produces positive positive energy such as that found in the sacred places in ancient Egyptian architecture, where science searches Bio-formation engineering in how to introduce organized energy in the various fields of energy of living organisms to provide complete harmony in the universe between all different energy fields to provide protection against all damage as a translation of the language in which the universe deals with each other according to laws The nature that govern these relationships. It is a science that studies the relationship between three elements: shape - energy - function. The research also deals with an analysis of a group of ancient Egyptian temples and sacred sites and their conformity with the foundations of design in bio-formation engineering, and how they contributed to building an immortal civilization.
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